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when my parents had started watching Zola Levitt on television—but I was still saved in the 
name of Jesus. Does the name Yeshua have a richer meaning than the name Jesus? Yes, it 
means “salvation.” But ultimately, the names Yeshua, Iēsous, and Jesus all speak of the same 
Person. What matters the most is that the character of the Messiah in whom we believe is of 
One who is the perfect embodiment of love, compassion, sympathy, and One who serves 
others without complaint. This is what Paul did when he cast the demon Python out of the 
woman. While he confronted the spirit; he ultimately did it because of the love emanating 
from his heart placed there by God—not to make any point concerning “the name.” 

We need not be afraid when we see instances of the Apostles speaking Greek to Greek-
speakers using the Greek derivation of Yeshua, Iēsous. The Greek name Iēsous had 
spiritual power for the Apostles just like the name Jesus does today. I know this 
because I have experienced it. Bruce sums it up quite well: “The superior authority which 
such spirits had recognized when Jesus Himself commanded them to leave their victims was 
equally recognized when His name was invoked by one of His apostles, and proved as potent 
in exorcism as in other forms of healing.”29 

Certainly as a Messianic Believer, I use the name Yeshua—but I am not so dense as to 
believe that the name Jesus or any other derivation also does not “work.” I have personally 
experienced the name of Jesus work in delivering me from demons when I was initially 
saved. Our Heavenly Father looks at the heart of those who are calling out to Him. While it is true 
that there are many people who serve a Jesus who is anything but the Messiah portrayed in 
the Scriptures, often being lawless and disregarding the Father’s instructions—so are there 
a few Messianics who serve a Yeshua who is unloving, vengeful, condescending, and full of 
malice and hatred toward others. The name of our Savior ultimately comes down to the 
character that is represented by it, and both Christians and Messianics can be guilty of 
serving someone who is not represented by the Bible.30 
 

 
19 But when her masters saw that their hope of profit was gone, they seized Paul 
and Silas and dragged them into the market place before the authorities, 20 and 
when they had brought them to the chief magistrates, they said, “These men are 
throwing our city into confusion, being Jews, 21 and are proclaiming customs 
which it is not lawful for us to accept or to observe, being Romans.” 
 
16:19 Once the slave girl is delivered from the spirit of divination, “her owners saw that 

their hope of gain was gone, [and] they seized Paul and Silas and dragged them into the 
market place before the rulers” (RSV). The Roman character of Philippi is seen in v. 20, 
where Luke records “They brought them before the magistrates” (NIV). The Greek term 

 
29 Bruce, 333. 
30 For a further discussion of these issues, consult the author’s article “Sacred Name Concerns” (appearing 

in Introduction to Things Messianic). 
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stratēgos was the equivalent for “the Roman Consul” or “the Praetor” (LS).31 Frequently, 
stratēgos was the Greek equivalent for the Latin duoviri, “a board of two men; colonial 
magistrates,”32 although in some instances it was used to represent praetor, the most 
dignified of the terms. The Roman Senator Cicero, from the First Century B.C.E. would 
observe, “though similar officers in the other colonies are called duumvirs, these men chose 
to call themselves praetors. But if their first year of office inspired them with such desires as 
that, do not you suppose that in a few years they would be likely to take a fancy to the name 
of consuls?” (On the Agrarian Law 2.93).33 It is likely that as Philippi was operated as though 
it were Rome that Paul was brought before a praetor, and not your standard “magistrate.” 
This would mean that however Paul was treated as a Roman citizen, the local praetors could 
be held severely accountable. 

Those who had exploited the girl for profit bring some kind of overblown charges 
against Paul, likely having to do with proselytizing. In spite of the fact that Judaism was 
protected as a religio licta or legal religion in the Roman Empire, and Believers in Yeshua 
were thus protected by Roman law as a faction of Judaism, they were still subject to frequent 
harassment. This would have been especially true in a place like Philippi with a high Roman 
patriotism, and where many had served in the Roman army. 

16:20-21 The accusation that Paul’s accusers make before the magistrates is that “These 
men are Jews, and are throwing our city into an uproar by advocating customs unlawful for 
us Romans to accept or practice” (NIV). Luke’s Greek is more revealing, as the “custom” that 
Paul and company are pushing is actually an ethos, which although mainly means “custom, 
habit” (LS),34 could also mean “ethic.” Furthermore, the phrase ouk exestin, often rendered 
“unlawful,” does not derive from the root nomos or “law,” but from exesti, “to be authorized 
for the doing of someth., it is right, is authorized, is permitted, is proper” (BDAG).35 A 
more literal rendering of the accusation made against Paul, could possibly be, “they are 
proclaiming customs/ethics which [are] not permitted for us.” Paul and his associates, by 
their very presence among the Jews in Philippi, adhered to a moral code that would not have 
been “illegal” (NEB) in the eyes of Rome, but would certainly have been looked down upon. 
Paul and Silas in casting the spirit of divination out of the slave girl were upholding the 
ethos of the Torah. 

The charges brought against Paul are not necessarily because of the message that he 
brought of Yeshua’s salvation, as his accusers seem more interested in recouping their lost 
funds. His accusers would have probably not cared about some Jewish Messiah they were 
talking about, but are more bent on seeking revenge against these traveling Jewish teachers 

 
31 LS, 749. 
32 HarperCollins Latin Concise Dictionary (Glasgow: HarperCollins, 1997), 72. 
33 Cicero: Orations, ed. C.D. Yonge (1856). 
Accessible online at <http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/ptext?doc=Perseus%3Atext%3A1999.02.0019&layout=&loc=Agr.+2.93>. 
34 LS, 226. 
35 BDAG, 348. 
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because they damaged their business. David H. Stern makes the intriguing, if not obvious 
observation, “these Gentile pagans were right about one thing: Jews for Jesus are Jews, not 
Goyim.”36 

Some have suggested that since the Emperor Claudius had cast all the Jews out of 
Rome, that Paul and Silas caught the backlash of some of the anti-Semitism that had no 
doubt spread throughout the Roman colonies. This is certainly not impossible, as Paul’s visit 
to Philippi corresponded to Claudius’ reign (41-54 C.E.). The anti-Semitic wave that caused 
Claudius to throw the Jews out of Rome was very likely dealt to Paul and Silas. 

The ease with which Paul and Silas were accused was also the likely result of some 
xenophobia present in Philippi caused by the migration of Easterners into the city. Note that 
it is Paul and Silas who were being taken before the authorities, “these Jews” (NLT), who 
were not Greeks like the widescale neighboring population.37 There is no mention of either 
Timothy or Luke taken before the magistrates, as they would have been considered Greeks 
by the native Philippians. Paul and Silas were dragged in and harassed because what they 
were doing was contrary to Roman norms. Even though the anti-Semitism delivered against 
Paul and Silas should rightly infuriate readers, we see that God had a greater plan as he 
would use their imprisonment to soften the heart of a Philippian jailer who comes to faith in 
Yeshua. 
 

 
22 The crowd rose up together against them, and the chief magistrates tore their 
robes off them and proceeded to order them to be beaten with rods. 23 When they 
had struck them with many blows, they threw them into prison, commanding 
the jailer to guard them securely; 24 and he, having received such a command, 
threw them into the inner prison and fastened their feet in the stocks. 
 
16:22 The first reception that the Apostle Paul has for proclaiming the good news of 

Yeshua in Europe is that he is “stripped and beaten” (NIV). Take important note that it is the 
Roman magistrates who ordered that Paul and Silas be stripped and beaten with rods, who 
will later have to take responsibility for beating two Roman citizens without proper 
jurisprudence. They simply join in with “the mob” (HCSB) in a gross injustice—even by 
Roman standards. Paul will reflect on this incident to the Thessalonicans, telling them, 
“after we had already suffered and been mistreated in Philippi, as you know, we had the 
boldness in our God to speak to you the gospel of God amid much opposition” (1 
Thessalonians 2:2). And, this is not the only instance of Paul being beaten illegally, as he 
writes the Corinthians, “Three times I was beaten with rods, once I was stoned, three times I 
was shipwrecked, a night and a day I have spent in the deep” (2 Corinthians 11:25). 

 
36 Stern, 284. 
37 Cf. Bruce, 335. 
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In the Roman world, public beatings were often used to increase the loyalty of the 
people, especially among those who might entertain ideas foreign to the state. In a colony 
such as Philippi, perhaps with an extreme suspicion for outsiders and their views, beating 
someone publicly would be a fear tactic employed to discredit whatever was going around. 
But Paul and Silas, the faithful Believers in Yeshua that they are, do not let themselves be 
humiliated by this beating, and nor will they be discredited. 

When we read these verses as Messianic Believers, what thoughts come to our minds? 
It is very possible that we think of anti-Semitic acts committed against Jews over the 
centuries, including some of the dastardly deeds done in the name of “Christianity.” 
Likewise, we may think of some of the persecutions levied by Catholicism against some of 
the early Reformers. At the same time, we also have Christians today in the third world who 
are dragged out and not only publicly beaten and humiliated, but also killed. Are we 
incensed by these acts? We should be! But when we are possibly criticized for our Messianic 
beliefs such as keeping the Sabbath or eating kosher, do we also realize that most of us “have 
it easy”? If we live in the West we are not taken out and stripped down and beaten. At the 
very most, we are delivered some harassing comments or jokes. Do we take the criticism in 
stride—or do we unnecessarily victimize ourselves? Consider this when you read the 
terrible things that the Apostles had to endure for the sake of Yeshua. 

16:23-24 So severe was the injustice committed against Paul and Silas, that “After the 
severe beating they were flung into prison and the jailer was ordered to keep them under 
close guard. In view of these orders, he put them into the inner prison and secured their feet 
in stocks” (REB). These two men were beaten very badly, but then for some reason the 
Roman magistrates ordered that they be “securely guarded” (HCSB). They would have had 
their legs and feet so secured that it would be virtually impossible to change positions while 
sleeping. Tertullian would write in the Second Century, “The leg does not feel the chain 
when the mind is in the heavens” (To the Martyrs 2),38 possibly reflecting on this instance. Of 
course, many of us look back on this scene and we wonder if what Paul and Silas were doing 
was really not forbidden by Roman law—then what were they being detained for? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
38 The Ante-Nicene Fathers. Libronix Digital Library System 1.0d: Church History Collection. 
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25 But about midnight Paul and Silas were praying and singing hymns of praise to 
God, and the prisoners were listening to them; 26 and suddenly there came a great 
earthquake, so that the foundations of the prison house were shaken; and 
immediately all the doors were opened and everyone's chains were unfastened. 27 
When the jailer awoke and saw the prison doors opened, he drew his sword and 
was about to kill himself, supposing that the prisoners had escaped. 28 But Paul 
cried out with a loud voice, saying, “Do not harm yourself, for we are all here!” 
 
16:25 Having been illegally accused, beaten, and now uncomfortably detained, one 

would expect Paul and Silas to have been bitter, or at least to have entertained some 
negative thoughts about what had just happened to them. But this is not what Luke tells us. 
V. 25 indicates, “Around midnight Paul and Silas were praying and singing hymns to God, 
and the other prisoners were listening” (NLT). Paul and Silas were entreating the Lord for 
His help, and they burst out in song. Without any doubt, their serenity was helped by the 
prayers of Luke, Timothy, and the other Believers in Philippi. The necessity to feel joy in 
spite of hardship is taught throughout the Apostolic Scriptures: 

 
“Consider it all joy, my brethren, when you encounter various trials” (James 1:2). 
 
“And not only this, but we also exult in our tribulations, knowing that tribulation 
brings about perseverance” (Romans 5:3). 
 
Having been put into the darkest and most inaccessible part of the prison, their fellow 

prisoners must have heard all of this noise and were perplexed. They must have thought 
that these two Jewish outsiders were here in jail and tightly secured because of some high 
crime, and they seem happy to be here. Perhaps some thought they were mad and that they 
belonged in the prison. Others may have cursed them and wanted to know why they would 
not “shut up” so they could sleep. A few prisoners, not understanding what Paul and Silas 
were doing, may have seen their joy and were hoping that “their God” would release all of 
them. 

16:26 In the midst of Paul and Silas praying and rejoicing to God, “Suddenly there was 
an earthquake, so violent that the foundations of the prison were shaken; and immediately 
all the doors were opened and everyone's chains were unfastened” (NRSV). Some have 
noted that a Scriptural admonition Paul and Silas may have been praying for, or somehow 
singing, was Zechariah 14:5: 

“You will flee by the valley of My mountains, for the valley of the mountains will reach 
to Azel; yes, you will flee just as you fled before the earthquake in the days of Uzziah 
king of Judah. Then the LORD, my God, will come, and all the holy ones with Him!” 
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This verse actually speaks of an earthquake that will occur when the feet of Yeshua 
touch the Mount of Olives and He faces Jerusalem (Zechariah 14:4),39 but in spite of this Paul 
and Silas may have considered its more immediate application as a means for them to get 
out of prison. Acts 4:31 attests that the Believers in Jerusalem witnessed a shaking of the 
place where they were praying, and Paul and Silas may have been praying for this to happen 
where they were: 

“And when they had prayed, the place where they had gathered together was shaken, 
and they were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak the word of God with 
boldness.” 

16:27 When this earthquake takes place, everyone in the prison has the ability to 
escape. Luke says in v. 27, “The jailor woke up to see the prison doors wide open, and 
assuming that the prisoners had escaped, drew his sword intending to kill himself” (NEB). A 
so-called “honorable suicide” when a Roman had failed in his civil duties would have been 
expected, versus a so-called “dishonorable death” where one would be humiliated for 
negligence. We see some similar things, as Peter’s escape from prison in Acts 12:19 resulted 
in the execution of the guards watching him, and the soldiers guarding the prisoners on 
Paul’s sea voyage to Rome intended to kill them when they are shipwrecked at Malta (Acts 
27:42). Bruce suggests that the jailer’s intent on killing himself indicates that he may have 
been a former soldier.40 

16:28 Paul is somehow aware of what is going on with the Philippian jailer, and cries 
out to him “Stop! Don't kill yourself! We are all here!” (NLT). It is very possible that the jailer 
cried out some kind of profanity such as “I am damned!” before going for a sword or dagger 
to stab into his chest. This would have indicated his intention to kill himself. More than a 
few have suggested that Paul had supernatural insight on the jailer’s suicidal intentions, and 
he also could spiritually tell that all of the prisoners were still in the jail. This is certainly a 
possibility, but not totally necessary. V. 29 indicates that the jailer needed a torch to be able 
to see that all the prisoners were still there, and Paul could have heard their voices. We are 
not told how many prisoners were kept in the prison with Paul, and it is doubtful that it was 
a huge number. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
39 “In that day His feet will stand on the Mount of Olives, which is in front of Jerusalem on the east; and the 

Mount of Olives will be split in its middle from east to west by a very large valley, so that half of the mountain 
will move toward the north and the other half toward the south” (Zechariah 14:4). 

40 Cf. F.F. Bruce, “The Acts of the Apostles,” in NBCR, 994. 
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29 And he called for lights and rushed in, and trembling with fear he fell down 
before Paul and Silas, 30 and after he brought them out, he said, “Sirs, what must 
I do to be saved?” 31 They said, “Believe in the Lord Yeshua, and you will be saved, 
you and your household.” 32 And they spoke the word of the Lord to him together 
with all who were in his house. 
 
16:29 The Philippian jailer, having heard Paul cry out that all of the prisoners were still 

there, “called for lights, rushed in and threw himself down before Paul and Silas, trembling 
with fear” (NEB). Why he specifically “fell trembling” (NIV) before Paul and Silas is 
something we can only speculate about, perhaps because he could recognize something 
different about these two, when they should have fled the prison as soon as the earthquake 
hit. Instead of doing this, Paul urges him not to commit suicide. It is possible that out of 
some gratitude for him, or seeing that Paul and Silas indeed “had something,” that the jailer 
had no choice but to recognize that he was in their debt. 

16:30 The jailer leads Paul and Silas out of the dark corner of the prison in which they 
had been shackled. Having just experienced an earthquake that could have caused a massive 
jailbreak—and having just been spared from killing himself—this Philippian asks them a 
very candid question: “Sirs, what must I do to be saved?” Had the jailer already heard about 
the message the slave girl had proclaimed about Paul and Silas preaching the gospel? Had he 
heard rumors about how these two Jews were stirring trouble? If so, the God of Israel had 
now acted powerfully on Paul and Silas’ behalf, and these two honorable men did not escape 
from the prison when they could have. Having endured much harassment and humiliation 
by beating, they remain in the prison for the sole reason of telling this jailer how he can be 
redeemed. 

The emotions of the jailer are running very high at this point. If he had been a former 
soldier, he may have seen some of his colleagues have to kill themselves when their military 
assignments failed—when they cried out to the Roman gods for support. (If he had not 
witnessed this, he would have certainly heard about it.) This Philippian prison master is 
ready to turn his back on all he had known and experienced, and he wants what Paul and 
Silas have. 

16:31-32 V. 31 gives us one of the most concise definitions of salvation in the entire 
Bible: “Believe in the Lord Yeshua, and you will be saved, you and your household.” The 
Philippian jailer, having had his entire life flash before him with the earthquake and 
potential prisonbreak, is immediately ready to “put [his] trust” (REB) in the Jewish Messiah. 
Paul and Silas “spoke the word of the Lord to him together with all who were in his house,” 
to some people who were very eager to hear it. What we witness is the salvation of all in the 
jailer’s household. 

Acts 16:31-32 is not the first instance of a household salvation in the Apostolic 
Scriptures. We see other examples, such as the centurion Cornelius (10:24, 44), the 
beforementioned Lydia (16:15), Aristobulus (Romans 16:10), Narcissus (Romans 16:11), and 
Stephanus (1 Corinthians 1:16). In a distinct Roman setting, the leader of the family, the 
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male, often set the religious tone for the rest of the family.41 We are not given the details 
about the members of the jailer’s family, but the obvious inference is that they all eventually 
came to faith in Messiah Yeshua, even if it was not immediately at the point of Paul’s visit. 
Ajith Fernando makes the important observation, “We should not infer that his faith will 
save his whole family. As both the jailer and his household listened to the word of God, we 
must assume that they all believed before they were baptized.”42 
 

 
33 And he took them that very hour of the night and washed their wounds, and 
immediately he was baptized, he and all his household. 34 And he brought them 
into his house and set food before them, and rejoiced greatly, having believed in 
God with his whole household. 
 
16:33 Once the jailer and his household hear the good news of Yeshua, they react to it 

with an instantaneous conversion. Luke makes the point in v. 33 to write, “Even at that hour 
of the night, the jailer cared for them and washed their wounds” (NLT). These would have 
been the wounds that Paul and Silas received by being illegally beaten at the command of 
the Philippian magistrates. Whether the Philippian jailer realized it or not, he has 
immediately begun obeying the Lord, as Yeshua will reward those who help those “in 
prison, and you came to Me” (Matthew 25:36b). The jailer was expressing extreme gratitude 
to Paul and Silas because of the new life that he was just experiencing in Yeshua. His behavior 
was quite contrary to the way he would have acted as a pagan Roman, as Bruce observes, 

“It was not the jailor’s business to take thought for his prisoner’s comfort, but to make 
sure that they did not escape. He was probably a retired soldier, and while the training of a 
Roman soldier developed many fine qualities of character, these did not include much of the 
milk of human kindness.”43 

After Paul and Silas are cared for “he and all his people were immersed” (CJB). We are 
not told where their immersion or baptism took place, as it could have taken place where 
the Philippian fellowship gathered, or at some other body of running water. Regardless of 
where it was performed, Paul and Silas were the ones who oversaw the mikveh of these new 
Believers, and had to be physically fit enough to do it. 

16:34 Returning from their immersion, the Philippian jailer “brought them into his 
house and set a meal before them” (NIV). Most commentaries will simply overlook this 
detail as it is, often translated as “he brought them into his house and set food before them” 
(NASU). As Messianics who believe in the continued validity of the kosher dietary laws, we 
should wonder what Paul and Silas ate. What were they served by the Philippian jailer? The 
Greek construct is very interesting, as it employs parethēken trapezan, literally meaning 

 
41 Cf. Keener, 370. 
42 Ajith Fernando, The NIV Application Commentary: Acts (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1998), 446. 
43 Bruce, 336. 
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“placed a table.” We are not told what Paul and Silas ate, even though because of their recent 
beating, and likely the fact that they had probably not been fed appropriately at the prison, 
they were famished. According to Jewish halachah of the period (and also today), via the 
principle of Pikku’ach Nefesh or Regard for Human Life, any ritual commandment could be 
broken to preserve one’s life. In the event that the Philippian jailer placed unclean things 
before Paul and Silas, they could eat them if they were starving and had just endured 
extreme physical torture. However, I think it is most likely that this was not the case, as 
they were probably fed something simple like bread, fresh vegetables or fruit, and water—
basic staples. 

Perhaps what is more interesting to note is that the Philippian jailer is not violating 
Roman law by inviting Paul and Silas into his house. Under normal circumstances, this 
would be unheard of—but these are not normal circumstances. The jailer was only 
responsible for producing Paul and Silas when called, and he could have easily explained 
their “good behavior” for not having escaped when given the opportunity to do so. 
 

 
35 Now when day came, the chief magistrates sent their policemen, saying, 
“Release those men.” 36 And the jailer reported these words to Paul, saying, “The 
chief magistrates have sent to release you. Therefore come out now and go in 
peace.” 37 But Paul said to them, “They have beaten us in public without trial, 
men who are Romans, and have thrown us into prison; and now are they sending 
us away secretly? No indeed! But let them come themselves and bring us out.” 
 
16:35 When the “daylight” (NIV) or “morning” (NRSV) came, the magistrates of 

Philippi send their “serjeants” (KJV) to Paul and Silas, instructing them to be released. No 
explanation is given in the text as to why these magistrates, who had previously ordered for 
Paul and Silas to be stripped and beaten (v. 22), now have a change of mind. Perhaps 
because Paul and Silas had not fled the prison after the earthquake, they were being let out 
for good behavior. At the same time, it is entirely possible that the magistrates knew they 
could not hold Paul and Silas indefinitely, as they had not broken any Roman law. The 
policeman they send, a rhabdouchos, was actually “one who carries a rod or staff of office” 
(LS),44 and some suggest that those who beat Paul and Silas are those who have to go motion 
for their release. 

16:36 The Philippian jailer, having just been radically saved the night before, is quite 
cordial to Paul and relays this message to him. He says, “The magistrates have sent to let you 
go; now therefore come out and go in peace” (RSV). The notable part here is that the jailer 
wishes Paul and Silas to leave in peace, even though Paul would not leave immediately. His 
humiliation would not go unanswered by magistrates who may quietly want to put it behind 
them. The public beating of Roman citizens without a trial was illegal. The Roman writer 

 
44 LS, 714. 
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Livius indicates, “The Porcian law…imposed the severest penalties on any one who killed or 
scourged a Roman citizen” (History 10.9).45 However, the illegal beating of Roman citizens 
was probably not something totally uncommon. 

16:37 Paul uses his Roman citizenship46 to make the point that neither he nor Silas were 
guilty of any crime. He tells his new jailer friend, “They have beaten us in public, 
uncondemned, men who are Roman citizens, and have thrown us into prison; and now are 
they going to discharge us in secret?” (NRSV). The Greek used is akatakritos, “uncondemned” 
(LS),47 which Bruce points out is probably the equivalent of the Latin re incognita, meaning 
“without investigating our case.”48 In the course of his being taken before the Philippian 
magistrates, Paul could have tried to explain that he was a Roman citizen and had to be 
treated a certain way. If so, no one paid attention to his rights the time he was seized 
because he was a Jew. It is possible that he did not have the necessary documents of his 
citizenship at the time he was arrested. Whatever the case, it is too late by the time the 
Philippian magistrates realize that they have seriously erred, and they simply want to 
discharge Paul and Silas quietly from the city. 

Paul wants nothing to do with this, telling the Philippian jailer, “Let them come in 
person and escort us out” (NEB). While Paul as a Believer in Yeshua surely did not want to 
see the Porcian law enacted upon them, he does want the Roman authorities in Philippi to 
take some responsibility for what they have done to both him and Silas. These were likely 
praetors who should have known better. Upholding the validity of Roman civil law in this 
instance was fully valid, as it did not come into any conflict with the Torah, or established 
Jewish custom. In fact, by emphasizing that he was a Roman citizen who had to be 
respected, Paul may have been using it as a tactic to gain credibility with the people of 
Philippi who had heard of his preaching. Spencer summarizes, 

“As for Paul, while not repudiating his ethnic-religious identity as a faithful Jew, this 
sudden introduction of citizen status does effectively neutralize the slaveowners’ charge 
that he opposes legal conventions governing ‘us Romans’; in a sense, Paul’s citizenship 
makes him one of ‘us’. It also opens up greater potential for extending Paul’s ministry to 
Roman officials and other leading citizens.”49 
 

 

 
45 Titus Livius: The History of Rome, ed. Ernest Rhys (1912). Accessible online at 

<http://etext.virginia.edu/etcbin/toccer-
new2?id=Liv2His.sgm&images=images/modeng&data=/texts/english/modeng/parsed&tag=public&part=teiHea
der>. 

46 This would not be the only time Paul would use his Roman citizenship in a crunch (cf. Acts 22:25; 23:27). 
Perhaps his most candid words appear in Acts 22:28 when he tells the centurion in Jerusalem, “I was actually 
born a citizen,” after the centurion has to explain, “I acquired this citizenship with a large sum of money.” 

47 LS, 26. 
48 Bruce, in NBCR, 995. 
49 Spencer, 179. 
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38 The policemen reported these words to the chief magistrates. They were afraid 
when they heard that they were Romans, 39 and they came and appealed to them, 
and when they had brought them out, they kept begging them to leave the city. 40 
They went out of the prison and entered the house of Lydia, and when they saw 
the brethren, they encouraged them and departed. 
 
16:38-39 Vs. 38-39 tell us, “The officers reported his words to the magistrates,” and 

their reaction is that they were “Alarmed to hear that they were Roman citizens, they came 
and apologized to them, and then escourted them out and requested them to go away from 
the city” (REB). V. 39 is only one of two instances in Acts where the Apostle Paul comes into 
direct conflict with the Gentile authorities without some indirect Jewish intervention (i.e., 
leaders of a synagogue wanting him harassed or arrested).50 Paul and Silas were graciously 
escorted out of the prison by the Philippian magistrates, who then “urged them to leave 
town” (HSCB). Because Paul and Silas were Roman citizens, they could not be forced out of a 
Roman city, but rather had to be asked to leave.51 

16:40 Paul and Silas see that their work in Philippi is complete, and it is time to leave 
the city. The past night they spent in jail was quite unique, as an earthquake occurred and 
they saw the jailer come to faith in Yeshua. The reason they had been put in jail was 
interesting, because Paul cast the spirit of Python out of a slave girl. And, a non-Jewish 
merchant woman named Lydia had been open to the Lord when they had first arrived. 
When they leave the prison, they “visited Lydia; and when they had seen the brethren, they 
exhorted them and departed” (RSV). 

Presumably as Paul and Silas leave Philippi, they commission Lydia to become the 
leader of the community of Believers in Philippi. We are not told how large this assembly 
was, but we may safely assume that some of the Jews and Greeks and Romans attending the 
riverside gatherings are now ready to commit themselves to a life of faith in Yeshua, as well 
as the Philippian jailer. Luke does not tell us what happens to the demon-possessed slave 
girl, but I think we can assert that the Philippian Believers certainly would have prayed for 
her that the Lord would free her from her bondage. 

In v. 40, the language shifts to “they,” indicating that Luke, and quite possibly also 
Timothy, remain on in Philippi, whereas Paul and Silas move on. The next major interaction 
we see between the Apostle Paul and this fellowship occurs almost ten to fifteen years later 
with the composition of his letter to the Philippians, when Paul is being held under house 
arrest in Rome, having appealed to Caesar (Acts 25:11; 28:19). This letter will gauge how this 
congregation has grown and matured as a mixed group of Jewish and non-Jewish Believers 
in a largely pagan environment. 
 
 

 
50 The other instance is in Ephesus (Acts 19:23-41). 
51 Cf. Bruce, in NBCR, 995. 
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